Abstract-A workflow modeling method based on the expanded P/T system (hereafter to be called the xP/T system) is put forward to make the correctness verification of the graphical modeling easier and simplify the complication of Petri net modeling. Meanwhile the correctness verification of the modeling is given. The modeling method makes it simpler in the aspects of graphical indication and program implementation by allowing the value of the weight function to be zero and taking the transition as the 'OR' node to implement conditional and iterative routing. In addition it preserves the advantage that Petri net modeling owns.
INTRODUCTION
Workflow modeling provides for a formal mathematics model supporting process definition, process analysis and process evolution. The core of workflow modeling is the definition of the process, including the activities of the process and the sequence relationships between activities [1] [2] . Current workflow models can be divided into two categories: one is the intuitive graphical language or text language to define workflow processes. This method is mainly a user-oriented definition, which is convenient for users, also conducive to the realization of the actual system. Meanwhile the essential characteristics cannot be described, let alone the process analysis and evaluation. The other is the model with the formal and mathematical description, such as Petri net [3] [4] [5] .
Petri net is a precisely defined mathematical model [6] [7] . It has the strict formalization definition and an intuitive graphical representation [8] . Moreover, Petri net has the rich system-describing methods and system behavior analysis techniques [9] , but also provide a solid concept foundation for the computer science. Petri net makes it possible to establish the mathematical model for describing the system performance [10] , and it provides a powerful tool for describing the concurrent, asynchronous, distributed and stochastic characteristics of complex systems. However, because most of the existing theories are based on the advanced modeling of Petri net [11] [12] , the program implementation is very complicated, which greatly limits the extension in the enterprise applications.
The workflow property data are introduced into P/T system; meanwhile the weight function of the P/T system can take a value of zero. In the above two foundations the xP/T system is proposed, which makes workflow modeling easier and maintains the advantages of Petri net modeling.
1 The xP/T System Definition Definition 1: xP/T System An xP/T system is a quintuple Σ=(S, T, F, Wx, M0) , which satisfies the following conditions: i) N=(S, T, F) is a directed net, which is called the base net of Σ. N has one source place i(i∈S) and one sink place o(o∈S), which respectively meets *i= and o*= ;
ii) Wx and M0 are respectively the extended weight function and initial marking. Wx is an expression function consisting of workflow property variables, and M0 is called initial marking.
After the initial marking is defined, the scheduling mechanism of the entire workflow model will be implemented under the control of the transition conditions and consequences.
II. WORKFLOW MODELING BASED ON THE XP/T SYSTEM
The parallel routing is implemented with the transition as the AND-split, and the conditional and iterative routings are implemented with the place as the OR-split in the traditional Petri nets. The xP/T system modeling is uniformly implemented with the transition as the ANDsplit and OR-split, which makes the conditional routing and iterative routing modeling more concise, clear, and makes the programs of the unified modeling theory convenient to be implemented. The weight function value of traditional P/T system is non-zero. Meanwhile, in order to dynamically describe the transition of the workflow instance and make it flexible to dynamically interact between the workflow engine and the higher-level application program, the workflow property data are directly introduced into P/T system weight function expression, and weight function value can be set zero, on the base of which, xP/T system is put forward. The expression value of the xP/T system weight function can dynamically change with the change of workflow property data, so the transition of workflow instance can be controlled. At the same time, the capacity function is not limited, which means that the space of the resources is large enough, and collision will not happen. In addition, the implementing program becomes simpler.
A. The routing structure for the xP/T system workflow model 1The following four routings of the workflow model based on the xP/T system will be introduced, i.e., sequential routing, parallel routing (AND-split and ANDjoin), conditional routing (OR-split and OR-join) and iterative routing. The xP/T system improves the conditional routing and iterative routing, but the sequential routing and the parallel routing remains the same with the P/T system. (Notes: weight function value must be 0 or 1 and 1 can be omitted.) i) Sequential routing ( Figure. 1): The routing is simplest route, and it means sequentially perform two tasks, and dependency of the tasks is clear. Figure. 2): The routing represents two or more tasks in different splits can be performed simultaneously in any order, also known as concurrent routing. In this case, the tasks in different splits have not direct dependencies. The concurrent tasks start with the AND-split, and end with the AND-join. As shown, when task a is triggered , the two output places S2 and S3 , respectively increase by one token, thereby making task b and c are enabled, then b and c may be execute concurrently, because there is no dependencies between them. When task b and c are completed, the corresponding output place S4 and S5 have increased by one token, which makes task d can be executed. The condition that task 'd' can be performed is the condition of the transition firing in the xP/T system, which requires each input place of 'd' meet the condition M (s)≥Wx (s, d). It can be seen that the AND-join plays a role synchronizing all tasks of the AND-split. Figure. 4): when a task is completed someone can be executed in the subsequent tasks. Different transitions may be enabled by sharing input space in the P/T system, as shown in Figure. 3. When transition a occurs, the token in the input place S1 will be consumed. In the meantime, the output places, i.e., S2, S3 and S4 will respectively increase by one token, thereby causing both transition b and c fire, but only a transition occurs because after the occurrence of either b or c , the token in the place S2 will be consumed, resulting in that another no longer occurs. So the conditional routing of the transition b and c is realized. In the xP/T system conditional routing is controlled by the Boolean value of logical expression consisting of workflow case variable. The logical expression meets javascript syntax, and it is implemented by an open source components apache BSF, and realizes that the logical mapping from the logical expression to the numeric expression, i.e., the logical 'true' is mapped to 1 and the logical 'false' is mapped to 0. When you need to choose a successor to perform from the N tasks, the maximum of variables you need to define is log2N ( log2N means the maximum integer which is not more than log2N). In Figure. 4, for example, if there two splits of task a, one workflow property variable t can meet the need (assuming that the current value of workflow case variable t is true). The two splits is expressed as t and !t, i.e., the weight function value of the corresponding output arc is 0 and 1. After task a is finished, place S2 increase by one token, but place S3 does not increase the token, that is, the token number of S3 is still 0. At this time task b is enabled, while task c cannot fire. After task b is executed, the output place of b, S4 increase by one token. At this time the weight of the output arc of S4 is t, i.e., 1, and the token number of place S5 is 0.
Because the input place 'S4' satisfies M (s4) = 1> = W (s4, d) = t = 1, and M (s5) = 0> = W (s4, d) =! t = 0, i.e., the transition d is enabled
according the xP/T system trigger conditions. Thus, as long as the task in any one OR-split is finished, the corresponding OR-join transition can fire. Special attention should be paid that conditional routing must begin with OR-split, and join with OR-join. Figure. 6 ): In the general case, the execution frequency of each task does not exceed once in a workflow case, but sometimes it may be necessary for a particular task to be executed several times. For example, when a task needs to be repeated until the testing conditions are met. In fact, the iterative routing is a special conditional routing. 
B. The correctness verification of the workflow model
To verify the correctness of workflow model based on Petri nets, the following aspects mainly are considered, that is the reachability, the liveness, the integrity and the boundedness : i) Reachability: when analyzing Petri nets, the following methods can be used, such as reachability tree or reachability diagram, matrix equation, reduction or decomposition. The weight function of the xP/T system is a logical expression of a workflow case variables, so matrix is more reasonable to prove its reachability.
ii) Liveness: For any marking in the reachable markings set of the initial marking 'M0', if there is always a transition sequence which makes the transition 't' fire , the transition 't' is called alive.. If all the transitions of the xP/T systems are alive, the system is called alive.
iii) Integrity: The Petri net with the integrity is reachable completely, which can describe all the circumstances that may arise in the transaction processing system. vi) Boundedness: The workflow modeling based the xP/T system is just to achieve control process, the concept of resources is reflected by the built-in resource expression, so the boundedness is not important in the xP / T system. ii) tempC = C; for (k=1; k<=n; k++) Iterating through all the elements of tempC; if tempC(i,j)=1, then Dj=Dj∪{Si}; tempC = tempC×C; iii) Now Di(1≤i≤n) is the place dependency set of the place Si. All the place dependency sets is iterated through, and confirm that all the place dependency sets contain the initial place. If the above condition is satisfied, the xP/T system is reachable, otherwise it is unreachable.
2) Liveness verification
Since the xP/T system has one and only one source place i S ∈ and one sink place o S ∈ ,which respectively satisfies *i=φ and o*=φ . If the reachability is met, it can be inferred that all the transitions are in the path from the source place to the sink place. Liveness versification can be illustrated from the following two aspects: Figure 7 . xP/T System with the added transition i) If a transition is located behind the place with tokens, i.e., the transition is closer to the sink place, then the transition may be enabled and it is in the path towards the sink place.
ii) If a transition is located in the front of the place with tokens, the state of the transition has two possibilities: a) If the transition has fired, the transition is living. b) If the transition is not fired due to the dissatisfaction with the firing condition of workflow case expressions, a transition can be added between the sink place and the source place, which will make the workflow case re-execute. So the liveness is not associated with the workflow case, but associated with the xP/T system model. The integrity is mainly that all the cases which may occur in the transaction processing systems can be described. The integrity can be interpreted by the conditional routing, and 2N cases can be described through N workflow variables (see section the routing structure for the xP/T system workflow model).
III. CONCLUSIONS
After the P/T system modeling theory is studied, the workflow property data are introduced into the P/T system, and makes it valid that the weight of the arc of the P/T system is zero to resolve the problems that modeling based on the Petri net is implemented complicatedly. On the above basis the xP/T system is put forward, which makes it simpler to model and validate the correctness easily.
